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At last, a field guide to identifying and interpreting dream symbols, from falling to flying! Dreams
can be mysterious, exhilarating, and terrifying—but they don’t have to be confusing. With Field
Guide to Dreams, you’ll unravel the hidden meanings behind these mysterious subconscious
messages. For example, you may find yourself naked in front of your high school classroom
during a time of great change—perhaps you’re feeling insecure about a decision you recently
made. Of if you find buried treasure in a dream, you may have hidden talents or
knowledge. Organized by dominant symbol (animals, caves, hospitals, teachers, and so on),
each full-color image refers to a complete dream description. This book gives you clues to a
dream’s meaning and explains the significance of having the same dream time and again. You’ll
hear what Freud and Jung might say about a particular vision and discover a dream’s
sometimes strange, often illuminating, historical and cultural context. With Field Guide to
Dreams at your bedside, you’ll never wonder if that cigar was just a cigar!
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Introduction“A dream is a theater in which the dreamer himself is the scene, the player, the
prompter, the producer, the author, the public, and the critic.”—Carl JungWe all sleep. We all
dream. From the dawn of civilization, humans have struggled to understand the meanings
behind their dreams. Are they messages from the gods? Premonitions of the future?
Repercussions from a too-spicy dinner? After decades of sleep research, scientists are still, for
the most part, unsure what function dreaming serves in the brain. What they do know is that
dreaming is, at once, a biological necessity and a psychological enigma.Field Guide to Dreams
explores more than eighty of the most popular dreams and dream images. You’ll read about a
dream’s most common manifestations and the period in your life when the dream is most likely
to occur. This book gives you clues to a dream’s meaning and tells you what it means if you have
the same dream time and again. You’ll hear what Freud and Jung might say about a particular
vision and discover a dream’s sometimes strange, often illuminating historical and cultural
context.If you’ve always wondered about that dream where you are unprepared for an exam, the
one where a giant bear chases you through the forest, or the one where all of your teeth fall out,
wonder no more (see here, here, and here, respectively). Even if your particular dream isn’t
deconstructed in these pages, Field Guide to Dreams gives you the clues to look for and the
questions you need to ask in order to arrive at the hidden meaning behind even the most bizarre
nighttime imaginations.Why Do We Dream?The short answer is, nobody knows. Here’s what
science tells us so far. Studies have shown that adults dream, off and on, for a total of about an
hour and a half every night. Researchers in the 1950s discovered, in monitoring brain wave
activity, that most dreams take place during Stage 1 sleep, also called rapid eye movement
(REM) sleep. In this stage, the eyes dart back and forth under the lids; respiration, pulse, and
blood pressure fluctuate wildly; and brain wave activity most resembles that in waking life.
Paradoxically, during this stage the body almost always remains completely still. REM sleep is
actually the “lightest” and least restful of the four stages of sleep. As morning nears, the time
spent in REM sleep grows longer—one reason why we are more likely to remember the dreams



we have just before waking. Interestingly, humans are not the only animals to dream; most every
mammal (and, some believe, birds) engage in REM sleep as well.So what is the biological
purpose of dreaming? Sleep scientists differ widely on this point. Some believe dreams are
simply images generated from the random firing of nerve impulses—the neurological equivalent
of a music video. But babies in utero spend virtually every moment in REM sleep, and young
children can experience as much as eight hours of REM sleep a night, lending credence to the
theory that dreaming serves some sort of critical developmental or repair function in the brain.
Other researchers have analyzed magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans and discovered that
the areas of the brain most active during dream sleep are the emotional centers. This finding
points to a need to move beyond purely scientific data to ask the metaphysical question, what
role does dreaming play in our psychological lives?A Brief History of Dream AnalysisThe earliest
known written record of dream interpretation is the Chester Beatty papyrus, an ancient Egyptian
dream manual dating from 2000 BCE. Egyptians believed the god Bes regulated dreams, and
they routinely offered sacrifices to keep nightmares at bay. Early civilizations thought dreams
were messages sent directly from the gods and that they were intended to warn of future danger,
answer questions, or chastise immoral or impious behavior. Both ancient Egyptians and Greeks
visited dream temples to “incubate” their dreams; they made sacrifices and slept in the temple
until the gods graced them with a vision that offered the guidance they sought. Similarly, in native
civilizations of North America and Australia, a young man’s rite of passage into adulthood
involved traveling alone into the wilderness, fasting, and sometimes ingesting hallucinogenic
plants to induce a dream state; the resulting vision would then be interpreted by tribal elders.
Many Eastern philosophies believed that a person’s soul left this plane altogether during sleep
and traveled across the dream realm—a world just as “real” as the waking-life world. In this
sense, the only difference between sleep and death was that the soul would reenter its sleeping
body before waking.The Greek philosopher Plato foreshadowed Sigmund Freud by almost two
thousand years in claiming that dreams expressed instinctual wishes shaped by a primal force
inside of us. Aristotle believed that dreams referenced only the physical body as extensions of
our sensory perception— that eating certain foods or suffering certain illnesses would prompt
very specific dreams. Perhaps the most famous of the ancient dream philosophers is
Artemidorus, the author of Oneirocritica, one of the earliest recorded works of dream
interpretation. Artemidorus believed that all dreams fell into two categories: those that were
entirely frivolous and without significance, and those that predicted the future. Unlike his
contemporaries, who believed that dreams were straightforward messages from the gods,
Artemidorus expressed great appreciation for the way dreams communicated via highly
personal metaphors—an insight that predates similar groundbreaking work by Sigmund Freud,
the father of modern psychoanalysis, almost eighteen hundred years later.Medieval Christians
feared their dreams, believing them to be the devil’s invitation to sin—a curious assumption,
given the frequency of divine dream visions recounted in both the Old and New Testaments of
the Bible. By the dawn of the European Enlightenment, philosophers had rejected the divine-



messenger theory of dreaming, making the reason-based argument that dreams were a
byproduct of both waking-life thoughts and physiological symptoms, the latter a nod to Aristotle’s
mind-body dream equation. But it was the nineteenth-century Romantic movement—with its
insistence on the unconscious mind as the source of all creativity, art, and even dreams—that
clearly foreshadowed Freud’s work.Dream analysis took a quantum leap forward with the
publication of Freud’s landmark 1900 work, The Interpretation of Dreams. In it, Freud
consolidated several concepts popular with his psychologist contemporaries and argued that all
dreams were motivated by the desire to fulfill an unconscious wish, usually a wish that was
aggressive or sexual in nature and repressed or disguised from the conscious mind for reasons
of self-preservation. Freud famously called dreams “the royal road to the unconscious.” For him,
the key to unlocking a dream’s meaning was to dig for the content of the underlying, secret wish,
which he did using techniques of free association. Freud’s revolutionary insight that our minds
harbor thoughts and urges that are not consciously accessible—but that these same urges are
often expressed emotionally through dreams— transformed the intellectual landscape.Freud’s
psychoanalytic theory assumed a mind at perpetual war with itself—evading scrutiny, masking
one’s true feelings. Carl Jung, on the other hand, pursued a more revelatory psychoanalytic
process. One of Freud’s early disciples, Jung ultimately rejected Freud’s assumption that
repressed sexual urges were the motivating force behind all human behavior. Jung believed the
human psyche sought balance and reconciliation, achieved by understanding and accepting the
different aspects of the self—good, bad, and ugly. Acknowledging the darker impulses of our
unconscious was a necessary step on the road to individuation, or self-knowledge.Jung also
positioned the individual psyche within the larger context of ancestral history in developing the
notion of the collective unconscious— a reflexive connection to humanity’s universal wellspring
of knowledge and experience. Jung believed this knowledge was expressed in the dream world
through characters and situations called archetypes. (Key terms from Freud’s and Jung’s dream
theories are explained in the Glossary.)Most contemporary dream analysis builds on the work of
psychologists such as Fritz Perls, founder of Gestalt therapy, and Alfred Adler, a proponent of
cognitive therapy. Both rejected the notion of imposing meanings on a dream from without—
either through a paternalistic, Freudian interrogation or through a more Jungian insistence on
the universality of experience. Modern-day dream theorists recommend a more collaborative
analytic endeavor, in which the subject is invited to associate dream images and plotlines with
events in his daily life as a way to personalize the meanings of a dream.Do-It-Yourself Analysis:
Tips for Keeping a Dream JournalEveryone dreams. When people say, “I rarely dream,” what
they mean is, “I rarely remember my dreams upon waking.” Remembering your dreams, like
most other things in life, is a learned skill. Here are a few tips to get you started.• Initiate a
dialogue with your unconscious mind. Even something as simple as saying to yourself, out loud,
before you go to sleep, “I will remember my dreams tonight,” may help you recall a scene or two.•
Keep a pad and pen on your bedside table. If you wake from a dream in the middle of the night,
it’s easy to jot down a few salient phrases before nodding back off—you’d be surprised at the



things you remember in the moment that would have evaporated had you waited until morning
for a recap.• Learn to speak your particular dream language. The unconscious mind loves to
communicate in metaphors, symbols, and puns, all of which have highly personal, and often
hilarious, meanings for the individual dreamer. A fair bit of decoding will be necessary, but have
patience; you’ll be amazed at the nimble ways in which your mind selects anecdotes, emotions,
and snatches of dialogue from everyday life and fashions them into a compelling, dense dream
narrative.• Don’t judge yourself. Dreams often tackle disturbing subjects such as death, sex, and
violence. Unless you are on trial for a capital crime, dreaming you have committed a murder
doesn’t make you a criminal in real life. Your unconscious is using metaphor to get a message
across; generally speaking, the more powerful and disturbing the dream images, the more
intense the emotions they represent.• Know the right questions to ask. Even if you only took
sketchy notes during the night, before you get out of bed in the morning, try to flesh out the
details of your dream. Treat it as a short story that needs summarizing. In your recap, focus on
the setting, the main characters, and the plot, as well as any prominent smells, sights, sounds,
colors, or emotional impressions. With recurring dreams, it’s fascinating to note the slight
variations from dream to dream.• Personalize your analysis. The dream interpretations in this
book are by no means one-size-fits-all. Your life experience, your emotional baggage, your family
history—all of these things inform the content of and message behind your dreams. When
decoding a dream, the most important question you can ask yourself is, “Does this scenario
correspond to a situation I’m experiencing right now in my waking life? And if so, how?”• As you
become more comfortable navigating your inner landscape, try lucid dreaming, a learned
technique in which the dreamer retains some level of consciousness during sleep in order to
control the content and progression of a dream. Some experts believe that lucid dreams can
reap great emotional benefits. For example, in a dream of being chased by some sinister
creature, lucid dreamers might stop running, turn around, and ask the creature, “Why are you
chasing me?” The answer could surprise you, and would likely be a big step in defusing the
anxiety that prompted the dream in the first place.
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Field Guide to DreamsAccident with Airplane, Train, Car, or BoatAirplaneAliensAngelsAnimal,
Attack by WildAnimalsAtticBasementBeach/OceanBed, Something UnderBiblical Figures and
Religious IconsBoatBrainCar Trouble/Driving ProblemsCaveCelebritiesChased, BeingChild,
Forgetting or MisplacingCityCommunication BreakdownComputersConnections,
MissedCorridors/HallwaysCrime, CommittingCrime, Victim ofDeath of Loved One (Unrelated to
Actual Death)Death, Your OwnDeceased Loved One, Visit fromDesert IslandDrowning/
Breathing UnderwaterEarsElevators, Stairs, and LaddersElimination, Inappropriate or
InconvenientEnd of the WorldExam/Public PerformanceEyesFallingFatherFeet, Legs, and
ShoesFingers and HandsFire/Being BurnedFlyingGlass, BrokenHairHeartHistorical



FiguresHome, ChildhoodHospitalThe Impossible TaskInfidelityInsectsJungleKitchenLiverLost,
BeingMechanical MalfunctionMonstersMotherMouth and TeethMudNatural Disasters:
Earthquakes, Hurricanes, Tornadoes, and VolcanoesNudity, PublicParalysis/Running in Slow
MotionPartner/SpousePolice OfficersPregnancy/Giving BirthPrisonPurse or Wallet,
LostRainRiversRooms, SecretRooms, UnusedSex, Gender ReversalSex, Interrupted/Nowhere
to Make LoveSex in PublicSex with Someone You Know (Not Your Partner)Sex with
StrangerSwampTeeth Falling OutTreasure, BuriedTunnelVehicle That Isn’t a VehicleWar
ZoneWaterWeapons: Bombs, Clubs, Guns, and KnivesWounds1a. accident with train1b.
accident with carACCIDENT WITH AIRPLANE, TRAIN, CAR, OR BOATCommon
Manifestations:You are traveling via plane, train, car, or ship, when it becomes clear that you are
in danger of an accident. Perhaps a plane malfunctions in flight, a train jumps a track or runs
away, a car spins out of control, or a boat begins to sink. The primary sensation is of watching
the accident happen in slow motion, feeling terrified and powerless to stop what appears to be a
fatal wreck.Variations:Perhaps you’re unconsciously mirroring a scene from a classic disaster
movie: The vehicle is out of control and the pilot/driver/conductor is incapacitated or unable to
navigate any longer. You have to step in and take control in order to survive. (In earlier times, you
might have dreamt of a runaway stagecoach.)Occurrence:As with many nightmares, this dream
arises during times of significant personal or professional stress.The Spin: In dreams, modes of
transportation often have enormous personal significance; different vehicles may symbolize a
love relationship, your body, your personal autonomy, even your life as a whole. So car (or train,
or airplane, or boat) trouble can signify not only turbulence in waking life, but an inability to deal
with the crisis. The specific type of vehicle—and the type of crash—hints at additional
psychological dimensions. Are you struggling to keep your finances afloat? Has your boss been
shooting down your ideas? Are you trying to save a relationship that is ready to crash and burn?
Is an addiction to drugs or alcohol careening out of control, like a car with no brakes? Or is your
life stuck in a rut that you can’t break out of, like a train speeding down the track?It also might be
helpful to examine your reaction to the dream crash. Was your life-or-death fate in someone
else’s hands, or did you jump in to save yourself and avert the accident? Did you bail out before
impact, or go down with the ship? Analyzing your role in the accident may help you better
understand your reactions to stress and help you find a way to get your life back on track, as it
were.If Recurrent:It’s time to take control of your life!What Freud Would Say:Similar to dreams of
missing a train, which Freud believed were anxiety dreams about the fear of death, dreams of
vehicular crashes could easily be interpreted as an expression of Thanatos, or the death wish.
Freud also believed that ships and “vessels of all kinds” were dream symbols for the uterus.What
Jung Would Say:In his book Dreams, Jung argued that the type of vehicle that appears in a
transportation-related dream “illustrates the … manner in which the dreamer … lives his psychic
life.” Jung finds significance in whether the method of transportation is individual or collective,
self-propelled or mechanical. People traveling in airplanes are “flown by an unknown pilot” and
“borne along on intuitions emanating from the unconscious.” But a person who takes a dream



ride on a tram or other public transportation “moves or behaves just like everybody else.”Cultural
Context:
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